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From Food Hubs to CSAs

Wholesale businesses provide markets
that are critical to the success of local
food enterprises. According to the
forthcoming 2019 Food Hub Survey, 39%
of the hubs surveyed rely primarily on
wholesale markets and only 10% of all
sales that hubs reported were from
direct to consumer market channels.
When
these
wholesale
channels
disappeared overnight at the start of the
pandemic, many hubs had inventory
sitting in warehouses that needed to be
redirected, and farmers weren’t sure if
they should harvest the crops they had
planted to supply their partner hubs. At
the same time, there was a huge surge
in food insecurity.

INNOVATION
Many hubs took elements of a
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)
model—which guarantees a market for
farmers, provides customers a food box
on a regular schedule, and strives to
match the needs of farmers and
customers. Local food hubs, even those
that didn't run CSAs, were able to
collaborate with partners and use these
models to manage this massive market
shift. Hubs also had the advantage of
highly developed logistics and last-mile
delivery.

OUTCOME
Pre-established
partnerships
with
values aligned organizations and
community members were key to
helping hubs understand and navigate
the new supply and demand landscapes
when their traditional market models
evaporated. Hubs utilized CSA-type
functions without needing to adopt a
traditional CSA model. This, alongside
their last-mile and logistics capabilities,
can be an efficient and valuable way to
meet the needs of growers and eaters.

How Food Hubs Shifted Their Model to Meet the Needs
of Growers and Consumers during COVID-19
Local and regional food systems have long differentiated
themselves by focusing on resiliency and collaboration,
rather than specialization and competition. Local food
systems don’t rely on economies of scale, making it
difficult to compete economically with a mainstream food
system. Instead, collaboration and creativity must be
pursued as a competitive advantage. It is this foundation
that allowed local food supply chain actors – food hubs,
community kitchens, farmers markets, even restaurants and
schools – to quickly create solutions when the COVID-19
pandemic struck in March 2020.
Wholesale businesses are a key part of local food
enterprises’ success. According to the forthcoming 2019
Food Hub Survey, 39% of the hubs surveyed rely primarily
on wholesale markets and only 10% of all sales that hubs
reported were from direct to consumer market channels.
When these wholesale channels dried up overnight at the
start of the pandemic, many hubs had inventory sitting in
warehouses that needed to be redirected, and farmers
weren’t sure if they should harvest the crops they had
planted to supply their partner hubs. At the same time,
there was a huge surge in food insecurity.
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Food Hubs Shifting to a
CSA-Style Model
Food hubs and other supply chain businesses
sprang into action so farmers could continue
selling their product and families could have
access to healthy, local food. Hubs adopted
different responses depending on their existing
customer base, geography, funding model, and
the needs of their farmers and customers.
Many hubs took elements of a Community
Supported Agriculture Model (CSA)—which
guarantees a market for farmers, provides
customers a seasonally shifting box of food on a
regular schedule, and strives to match up the
needs of both farmers and growers—in their
COVID responses. CSAs have been an effective
tool for rebuilding local food economies for
decades, so local food hubs, even those that
didn’t run CSAs, were able to collaborate with
partners and use these models to manage a
massive market shift. Hubs then leveraged their
strengths in managing logistics and last mile
delivery. Reaching consumers in a CSA-type
model, rather than through an intermediary
like a restaurant, university, or school, became
an essential strategy for supply chain businesses
responding to the loss of their traditional
markets.

food and create produce boxes to deliver to
community organizations who would distribute
them to families in need. Many of these contracted
distributors leveraged their existing relationships
with local farmers and community organizations to
ensure that they were aligning their programs
tightly with locally available supply and demand.
One particularly creative contractor, Fresh
Approach, a non-profit organization operating
multiple food security and nutrition education
programs in the San Francisco Bay Area, took a
value chain coordination approach to their
contract, and created a web of food hubs, BIPOC
(Black, indigenous, and people of color) farmers,
and community-based organizations who worked
together to build and distribute boxes. A
decentralized approach allowed Fresh Approach’s
partners to tailor their offerings to the communities
in which they worked.

Leveraging Strong Social
and Business Networks

Fresh Approach worked in a coordination role,
aligning supply and demand and distributing
funding to multiple small organizations who could
best navigate the assets and needs of their
communities. In one example of their efforts, Fresh
Approach supported an urban farm specifically
focused on supplying food to COVID positive
families in their neighborhood, and a mutual aid
effort that was deeply in touch with their
community who directed the boxes where they
would have the most impact.

Though many hubs independently pivoted to
CSA-style programs that matched up their
existing supply with new kinds of demand, the
Federal government also built elements of a
CSA into the design of the Farmers to Families
Food Box program introduced in late spring
2020. This program, funded through the
Coronavirus
Food
Assistance
Program,
provided distributors with funds to purchase
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Andy Ollove, who administered the project for
Fresh Approach put it like this: “when food
systems nonprofits seek funding, we tend to
think about building the next big thing that fixes
everything. What we showed in this project, by
sharing resources and using small mission aligned
hubs, was that the impact went in so many places
we didn’t foresee."

"The goal wasn’t to build a
new food system but to
strengthen the entire
network. Like connecting
neurons in a brain, it’s
about strengthening the
connective tissues in this
exchange.”
Andy Ollove, administrator of the
Fresh Approach Project

By serving in a central coordination role, Fresh
Approach was able to leverage the infrastructure,
supply, and capacities of their network and run a
highly successful program that turned over
600,000 pounds of produce into almost 60,000
boxes of healthy food. By focusing on
relationships and connectivity, Fresh Approach
provided meaningful and efficient support to
local farmers and families in need.

Commuity-Driven Responses
to COVID Disruptions
The Kansas City Food Hub, a cooperative hub in
Kansas City, MO, also got creative about
responding to the pandemic. Their sales prior to
March 2020 were largely to restaurants and
cafeterias so they had to rapidly shift to a direct to
consumer approach. Rather than try to attract
individual customers like many CSA models, they
asked “neighborhood activists” to organize
purchasing groups of at least 10 people in what
they came to call their Neighborhood Farm Share
program. Each community lead would receive the
vegetable box deliveries and then organize a pickup
in their driveway or a nearby park. At the height of
the season, they were reaching 210 weekly
members. This approach was more cost effective
than individual CSAs and minimized the hub’s need
to focus on attracting new customers on their own,
but still utilized community partnership to address a
challenge of CSAs—last mile delivery. By relying
on existing community relationships, the Kansas
City Food Hub was able to maximize the
effectiveness of their transition to direct to
consumer marketing, increase access to local food,
and keep the farmers they work with viable.
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A collaborative partnership comprised of the
Food Group, the Hmong American Partnership
(HAP), Lakewinds Food Co-op, the Latino
Economic Development Center (LEDC), Mill
Cities
Farmer
Market,
the
Minnesota
Department of Agriculture, and The Good Acre
took a networked approach to addressing
overlapping crises of the pandemic, police
violence, and disinvestment in BIPOC
communities in the Minneapolis region. The
group launched LEAFF, the Local Emergency
Assistance Farmer Fund, to create a direct to
consumer food donation program that
specifically focused on creating a market for
BIPOC growers.
LEAFF utilized the CSA function of
guaranteeing a market for producers and
guarantees the purchase of up to $7,500 of
produce from BIPOC farmers. As a nonprofit
food hub, The Good Acre leveraged its capacity
to aggregate and distribute produce. Purchased
produce is redistributed to communities facing
hunger and to organizations, like Loaves and
Fishes, that support those facing hunger and food
insecurity, including people impacted by
COVID-19, communities rebuilding from
protests following the murder of George Floyd,
and communities that have been marginalized
for generations. LEAFF’s goal was to provide
resources and support to BIPOC farmers to
ensure COVID-19 did not create additional
barriers to success and establish connections to
new wholesale markets and technology for
longer-term sustainability. Thus far, they have
bought over:

$300,000
in produce from farmers,
which has resulted in:

150 pounds
of donated produce.

By collaborating with organizations like LEDC
and HAP, which represent and work directly with
Hmong and Latino growers, LEAFF was able to
connect with farmers who faced greater challenges
due to COVID-19 and purchase culturally specific
foods. LEAFF is an example of the power of
collaboration and food hubs to solve large, multisystem, problems at the local level.

Outcomes of these shifts for Food Hubs
Pre-established partnerships with values-aligned
organizations and community members helped
food hubs understand and navigate the new supply
and demand landscapes when their traditional
market channels dried up. Fresh Approach’s
connections to community-based organizations
allowed them to identify the communities where
the boxes would have the greatest impact.
Relying on existing networks makes accessing
new supply chains much quicker, responsive to
unique community needs and cost effective. By
utilizing neighborhood social networks of their
neighbors, the Kansas City Food Hub was able to
amplify their reach and save on marketing costs.
Hubs can utilize CSA-type functions without
needing to adopt a traditional CSA model. This,
aligned with the last-mile and logistics capabilities
of food hubs, can be an efficient and valuable way
to meet the needs of growers and eaters. The Good
Acre used their distribution capabilities to match up
with their partner organizations’ strengths in farmer
support, and connections to food insecure
communities to create an efficient and targeted
system that supported farmers and families in need.
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Building Better Beyond:
opportunities and considerations
Nurturing and resourcing relationship
development and value chain coordination is vital
to building resiliency in local food systems. Andy
Ollove of Fresh Approach noted: “We used the
model of recruiting small organizations… We
could get into invisible communities with really
high touch. In some cases, we were getting food
to people one mile from where it was grown. To
do that most effectively, you think of it as a
network rather than an individual nonprofit.”
Though many hubs will likely return to
supplying wholesale market channels, there is a lot
of potential to maintain CSA approaches. CSA
membership was plateauing before the pandemic
but re-surged over the summer. Many hubs are
concerned about retaining customers they
connected with early in the pandemic. Making
this shift stick may require investing in new
infrastructure, like more sophisticated online
ordering systems, marketing, more labor to fulfill
roles like packing and delivery, or more stable
funding to support food donation programs.
Linking the local food supply chain with hunger
relief efforts is a systems-level approach that can
improve food security. There is a lot of potential
for this type of system, and much to be learned
about
the
efficiencies
and
community
development that this approach can create. These
examples suggest that food hubs are well
positioned to provide innovative and communitybased procurement for food assistance programs.
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This innovation brief was created in fulfillment
of a cooperative research agreement between the
Marketing Services Division of the Agricultural
Marketing Service of the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA AMS), the
University of Kentucky, Colorado State
University and Penn State University.

Thanks for reading!
For more information and resources on Local
and Regional Food Systems Response to COVID:
Building
Better
Beyond,
visit:
https://lfscovid.localfoodeconomics.com/
where you can sign up for our project listserv,
read other innovation briefs, and check out
resources put forth by other sectors of the local
and regional food system.
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